
Wall: Revival Penny Blu

Inspired by classic handmade encaustic tiles, the 
encaustic-look Revival series boasts elaborate 
patterns formed from a palette of delicate and 
dusty hues. 

revival

Revival Encaustic 
200x200mm

PER
SQM

$ 9539



Splashback: Revival Clover

Material: Glazed ceramic

Edge: Pressed

Surface finish: Matt

Application: Floor and Wall
Internal use only
Residential use only

Nominal sizes: 200x200mm

Exclusive to National Tiles

10 Year Warranty

Product Specifications

https://catalogue.nationaltiles.com.au/content/sites/default/files/resources/NT180082_ProductGuarantee_2.pdf


Floor: Revival Penny Blanc

Keeping up with the emerging decorative tile trend,
National Tiles is releasing a range of heritage inspired
encaustic-look tiles that offer a timeless graphic
appeal with tactile tones and perfect patterning.

Featuring an assortment of floral and geometric
motifs, all with delicate desaturated hues, the Revival 
series is spurred by tradition but with updated colour 
ways to suit contemporary palettes. 

Most frequently found adorning the floors of 
ecclesiastical buildings, period home hallways and
public arcades, encaustic and encaustic-look tiles 
are finding their way into contemporary interiors. 

A distinctive characteristic of Medieval, Gothic 
Revival and Victorian interior design styles,

traditional encaustic tiles are not printed. Instead, 
their distinctive patterning is created from different 
coloured clays or cement with a colourless base 
underneath.

The Revival series is a loving and precise replication 
of  these. Developed in tandem with our global
suppliers, Revival is made specifically for the
Australian market, and at a price that is truly
unbeatable!

This exciting series boasts 9 different designs with a 
matt glazed finish - meaning there’s no need to seal
them like traditional encaustics! The Revival series is 
suitable for floors and walls, is backed by our 10 year 
warranty and is exclusive  to National Tiles.

Pattern Perfect



stocked

Victoria
200x200mm

Wall: Revival Victoria

Mariposa
200x200mm

Clover
200x200mm



stocked

Splashback: Revival Celtic

Celtic
200x200mm

Stachus
200x200mm

Fleur
200x200mm



stocked

Floor: Revival Penny Blanc

Penny Blanc
200x200mm

Penny Blu
200x200mm

Penny Noir
200x200mm



Wall: Revival Penny Blu



stocked

Floor: Revival Yulan Blanc

Yulan
200x200mm

Yulan Blanc
200x200mm


